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Executive Order (E.O. ) 13526 .
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6.3
18 February 1965

REVIEW OF SELECTED NSA CRYPTANALYTIC EFFORTS

SUMMARY -15.00

Present cryptanalytic efforts against the high -grade

systems constitute for the most part an investment that must be justified

by the expectation of a future yield of intelligence . The primary concern

of this report is with the prospects for success in this effort. The report

and its annex contain information on the current and projected costs of

these cryptanalytic programs but is necessarily inconclusive about the

value of the intelligence that may in due time be produced. Although the

scope of the inquiry was limited to the high - grade ciphers , some

attention is given to the allocation of resources as between these and other

cryptologic activities .

2 . The NSA's experience during the seven years since the Baker

Report was written does not invalidate the proposition therein stated that

technology is tending in the long run to shift the balance of advantage from

cryptanalysis to cryptography . Nevertheless, the evidence obtained during

the period reaffirms that the targets are not idealized systems embodying

the best practice of which the are theoretically capable but, rather ,

systems built by human beings who are subject to a variety of constraints ,
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who do not always push their technology to the limits of the state of the art ,

who sometimes make bad technical choices , and who can be depended on to

operate carelessly some portion of the time. Moreover, the progress made

in the last seven years and being made today against the high -grade

systems is probably more than the Baker Panel expected. Although the

acquisition of timely intelligence fromhigh- grade systems on the World
:

War II scale appears to be out of the question , the prospects for more modest

results are better than they appeared seven years ago .

3 .
Of a group of some 60 top-level cryptanalysts (excluding those

not currently working in cryptanalysis) about 55 % aře assigned to the

high - grade ciphers as against 45 % to all other targets . Of a slightly less

senior group about 45% are working on the high - grade systems . In

terms of personnel ofal grades , the cryptanalytic effort as a whole is

employing some 12,128 in the current fiscal year of which 5 , 235 ' are assign

able to these
targets. In dollar terms , the cost of the whole effort

is $112.67 million of which $73 . 8 is estimated to be allocable to the effort

here under consideration .

4. The principal conclusions of the report are judgments concerning

the status and likelihood of success of the attacks on each of the major

high - grade systems (or sets of systems ) . These judgments, which

attempt to embody the opinions expressed by a range of well - informed

- 2
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individuals within and outside the cryptanalytic community as synthesized

by the reporter , may be summarized as follows:

5 . Even taking as given the above estimate of the probabilities of

success against the high - grade systems, it is impossible to

- 3 -
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evaluate the intelligence that may be obtained and thereby to judgewhether

the scale of the effort is appropriate . In part this is because the placing

of a dollar value on a specified flow of intelligence is essentially arbitrary

( just as is the assignment of a dollar value to " national security ! ' ); It

should be possible to make cost effectiveness comparisons between different

intelligence activities but this would require at least that the " effectiveness "

(utility) of one flow of intelligence be quantitatively comparable with that of

manother . Such cardinal, comparative evaluation has seldom been performed

in the intelligence community , because relative values may change frequently,

because different users of intelligence would make differing evaluation , and

because the comparisons might be regarded as invidious. What should be

feasible with respect to the efforts here under consideration is a simple

..

qualitative evaluation which would pay particular attention to the fragmen

tary character of the intelligence that may be derived from exploitation of

high- grade systems , and to the time lags that are to be expected

between the transmission of traffic and its decipherment. Such an evalu

ation could not be undertaken as a part of this inquiry , however , and would

have to involve a number of agencies in the intelligence community.

6 . For both practical and intellectual reasons , the judgment about

the appropriateness of the effort against the high - grade systems

requires consideration not only of dollar costs and potential benefits

---
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( somehow evaluated ) but also of alternative possible uses of the oryptologic

resources against other targets . It is clear that some part of both the

funds and the senior professional personnel employed in would i

contribute greatly to other cryptologic activities. Resources could be

shifted to less difficult cryptanalytic problemsalready known and identified

as such (such as systems ) or to develop

mental activities, essentially exploratory investigations of newly encountered

systems and the state of cryptographic practice in various countries.

Theoretically , it should be possible by accepting a somewhat mare

pessimistic outlook of the exploitation of the high - grade systems

buy either a larger, more timely, or more predictable flow of . COMINT

of all sources taken together (with a small portion being| OT

more flexible and extensive developmental investigations . The choices

among these options may require the weighing of a smaller , more uncertain

flow of more vital intelligence against a larger , more predictable flow of

less vital intelligence , or the weighing of capital formation in the form of

advances in the state of the art of cryptology against larger near -term output.

Although this report.can embody no judgment as to how the choices should

be made ( since the investigation was limited to one set of programs ) it is

suggested (a ) that the allocation of resources should not be dominated by

a single priority established some eight years ago , and (b ) that the procedure

- 5
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within the community for making these decisions might be susceptible of

improvement ( see paragraph 7. b . below) .

7 . The report concludes with three recommendations . The first

of these (and in lesser degree the other two) extend in scope beyond the

terms of reference of the inquiry and the area actually studied ; to this

extent, they are not supportable by the evidence that was gathered.

There should be no reduction in the over - all cryptologic

effort of the United States . Even if , as predicted in the Baker

Report , the yield of decrypted traffic from high -grade systems

must be expected to show a slow decline trend over the long - run ,

this can be a very slow process and there is a fair likelihood that

in the next few years the yield (in terms of both quantity and quality )

will increase significantly. At the same time, there is in progress

a steady increase in the total volume of encrypted traffic in the

new nations , much of which should be subject to exploitation . If

any of the assets (people, continuity of coverage, technology)

currently employed in cryptology were dissipated , their re

assembly or reconstitution would require very long lead times

indeed. The recruitment and training of additional top - level

analysts should be pushed vigorously.

-6
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b . The desirability of some reallocation of cryptologic resources

as between the attack on high - grade systems and other

cryptanalytic problems should receive consideration . A procedure

that might be useful in any such consideration would be the definition

by the cryptologic community of several different options , the

estimation of what it would be reasonable to expect from each

in the form of a flow of future intelligence , and the presentation

of such estimates from time to time to appropriate members of the

intelligence community . The purpose would be to inform the

consumers about capabilities and technical opportunities in a form

of preference for one option as against another. Such reconsideration

of the allocation of resources should be infrequent because it is

wasteful to shift resources around in response to short - term changes

in requirements and to try to produce results in a hurry.

c . Consideration might well be given to a systematic evaluation

on behalf of the intelligence community of the intelligence currently

being produced through the exploitation of and of that which

might be produced through the successful exploitation of

Even though such evaluation would have to be purely qualitative, it

would give a firmer basis for judgments concerning both the scale

-7
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of the whole cryptologic effort and the allocation of cryptanalytic

resources than now exist .

d . It must be made explicit that neither of the two preceding

recommendations is intended to imply that there should be changes

in organization, especially in the form of any additional committee

structure, or that the authority of the NSA top management should

be diluted .

- 8 -
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A cipher machine makes use of an enciphering box which

converts plain - text letters to enciphered letters . The cipher box

may be operated by a typewriter keyboard and print out the cipher

text , or it may be operated by a teletypewriter tape and produce

eleciric signals which are transmitted directly . The plain text is

converted to cipher text by a complicated haze of electrical circuits

which are rearranged in some fairly regular manner after eaca text:

letter has besn enciphered . A similar equipment deciphers by running

the enciphered text througа the ciphering box backwards. Cipher machines ,

since they operate at typewriter speeds or faster , can accomodate much

larger volumes of traffic than hand systems .

Enciphering or deciphering a message requires first the

cipher machine itsell together with any auxiliary parts to be used

with it , and second the key to be used with the individualmessage .

This key usually consists of the selection of certain auxiliary

components, the plugging of certain wires on a plugboard , the setting

of certain dials , etc. In practice , certain parts of the key , usually

those requiring the greatest physical effort to change , are the same

Por all messages on a particular day on a particular circuit , and

only relatively minor changes are made in the key from message to

message .

While the number of components in the key is relatively small ,

rarely over a dozen , the total number of different keys is found by

multiplying the number of possibilities for each component and the resulting

numbers may be of a size much too vast to be dismissed as merely astronomical .

Esperience with Earlier Machines

The cryptanalysis of a machine system falls naturally into

tvo stages . First , there is the recovery of the machine itself ; that

ask in iis on..ll
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is , the determination of exactly how the machine works and the wiring

of all circuits in the machine and any of its auxiliary components .

Second , there is the determination of the individual key for each

message . Because of the practice mentioned above , this usually

breaks into two parts, determination of the daily key and subsequently .

the message keys. Understanding oż the basic process is perhaps best

obtained from the following sketca of the attack on the Enigna which

was the principal middle - level cipher machine used by all the German

military services during the recent war . Success in reading this

system was almost total and may well have had a decisive influence on

the war against the U - boats and the air war over Britain .

The machine itself was a modifcation of a commercially

available machine . Through covert action on the part of the Poles

just before the war began , the basic design of the machine and the

wheel wirings were known . The key was made up of four parts: the

stecker which consisted ol a number of wires to be plugged , the

wheel crder , the ring setting , and the window setting . The stecker

wires could be plugged in some 10,000,000,000,000 different ways .

The wheel orders offered 336 possibilities , the ring setting , 675 ,

and the window setting , about one -hall million . The total number of

possible keys is the product of all these nunders, that is about

100,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 . 10

This numoer is more or less typical of the situation presented by

any ciper machine . The principal thing it teaches is that Large

numbers , in themselves , offer no guarantee of security .

German communications procedure changed the first three

parts of the key daily ; only the window setting varied from messages

to ressage on the same day on the same circuit . This meant that
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we had to solve the really difficult problem of finding a whole key

only once per day per circuit ; after one message was out the rest

could be read much more easily . One technique for the latter task

wes simply to decipher the message using every possible window setting .

and select the one which made sense . Since there were only about

a hali -million possibilities this proved to be relatively easy with

biga - speed electronic mechanical equipment .

A similar try -all - the - possibilities attack on the daily

key is completely impossible, since even at the highest electronic

speeds we can rationally imagine it would take centuries of machine

time to make the trials .

The daily break - in was accomplished by an ingenious combination

of exhaustive trials and guessing . First , one had to guess the plain

text underlying a short stretch of cipher . If the ring setting was

Lavorable at this point in the cipher then it had no effect on the

recovery of the other three elements, the stecker , wheel order , and

window setting . An electrical circuit was devised which could test

in one step all possible steckers for each combination of vindow

setting and wheel order . The required number of these trials was

- then about one - half mission ( for the window setting) times 336 ( lor the

wheel order ) or some 170 million . A järge number of special machines

( called Bondes) were built which could make these trials in a few

nilliseconds each and an exhaustive run could then be made using

about 100 boirs of machine time . About fifty million dollars was

experded on these machines which represented a major diversion of

our electronic skills during the war .

Once the routine breaking of the traffic started a number

of favorable facts were observed . The daily key lists were apparently

.92
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made up in a non -rendom danner and this materially reduced the

amount of machice time required for a break - in ; diligent study of

the texts of deciphered messages improved our ability to make the all

important preliminary guess of the plain text underlying the cipher ;

certain operators were found who habitually violated the Gerten

communication rules in a way which simplified our task; etc. The

over -all eflect of these "dividends" was that we were able to keep current

on cost of the traffic from 1942 until the end of the war , in spite

of the fact that the Germans introduced a number of additional compli

cations into their usage as the war progressed .

These possibilities as discussed primarily for the German

Enigma had been brilliantly made use of in other cases , as when

masters of the cryptanalytic art , such as William Friedman , solved

Japanese machines and early models of the Hagelin machine , which

used a letter - for - letter addition a generated sequence of characters

to the plain - text characters .

Unhappily , the actual readability of a message depends not

only on the amount of key used , but on both the sophistication and

complexity of the enciphering machine and also upon the intelligence

and care with which it is used .

Pre

surably , either the messages enciphered are too brief to allow decipher

ment , or separate keys are used for portions of longer messages .

***Sophistication" as used here refers to the obscurity of the mathematical

naze the machine creates in transiorning plain text characters into ciphers ,

with economy of key . "Complexity refers to the total expanse of such a caza .

TO
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In fact, while 'a deeper understanding of cryptology and

cryptanalysis tells us that machine -enciphered messages are in some

sense theoretically readable , its chief practical results have been

to provide machines which are now practically unreadable and also to

show that the output of such machines cannot be deciphered by any

straightforörd effort of any physically possible magnitude . In

particular , methods of decipherment which depend on the simple

exhaustion o all possibilities can be , and have now been , made

physically impossible .

Indeed , in the case of the most complex modern machines ,

the only analytic sources of knowledge of the construction of a machine

has been enciphered when the machine was misused or maladjusted . A

message enciphered improperly , or while the machine is maliunctioning ,

is called a and the word is used generally in referring

to the misuse or malfunction of a cipher machine or , more generally ,

a system . The Central position of in the whole COLINI effort is

brought out later in the report , and also in Appendix I.

Returning to the Enigna experiences, it is certainly true

that the Germans could have modified their communications rules in

such a way as to have ruined our exploitation techniques . The fact

remains , however , that they did not . It is not easy to make a

change in a major cornication network even in peace time , and it is

dearly much harder in war time . The changes they did nake seemed to

be largely directed toward the prevention of

and while they slowed us down we weren't stopped .
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18 February 1965

REVIEW OF SELECTED NSA CRYPTANALYTIC EFFORTS

i . Scope

Present cryptanalytic efforts against
high-grade cryptography

serve two purposes which need to be distinguished in any commentary on

or evaluation of this activity . They produce a flow of intelligence from the

fragmentary reading of one of which constitutes

a current return from the.activity . To the extent, however, of probably

80% of the resources expended , they constitute an investment that must.

be justified by the expectation of benefits it will yield in the future. Therefore ,

a judgment about the proper scale of the activity logically requires an estimate

of the magnitude and timing of the benefits it will ultimately yield , and some

means of placing a dollar value on both current and anticipated future benefits

for comparison with the costs that are presently being incurred .

Our ability to exploit one today in fragmentary fashion is

of course the result of efforts made over.a considerable period of years .

Accordingly, most of the costs of the flow of intelligence currently produced

have long since been paid; they are sunk costs ; the outlays that must now be

made month -by-month to maintain this production are modest. There is little

doubt, therefore , that if this past of the total effort against Ligh - grade

SC -01287-65
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systemswere separated out fos consideration , no one would que stion the

wisdom of continuing it . Most of the difficult decisions that have to be made

about the use of resources in this area concern the scale on which it is

appropriate to make risky long -term investments and the choice of invest

ments to be made . Hence the focus of this report is " on those analytic areas

where the effort in terms of intercept, analysis , and expenditure is extensive

and the cryptanalytic success not immediately apparent or possessed of high

probability of achievement.

For the most part, this report will be concerned with the primary

judgment that must be made about any risky investment , that is with the

required estimate of the timing and magnitude of the benefits it is realistically

likely to yield. What is the probability that some degree of success will be

obtained in the attack on high - grade systems; what degree of success ;

when ? Since " success" in this endeavor is measured in terms of a low of

intelligence , the logical second step in the evaluation should be to place a

dollar value on the predicted output. · Unfortunately , however , no one has ever

found a way to quantify the value of a prospective flow of.intelligence in money

terms , for reasons discussed below. Thus a tidy result.in the form of a

comparison between what the effort is worth in dollars and what it costs in

dollars is precluded. The best that can be hoped for is a qualitative evaluation

of the possible future output but even this could not be attempted within the

limits of time and scope that circunscribe this report.

2 .

: "577
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To confine attention to the costs and benefits of the investments actually

being made would , however, yield a conclusion too narrow to be of great

value , even if a comparison could be carried through . As a practical matter ,

no one would seriously consider completely terminating the activities here

under consideration . The question really at issue is whether they should be

moderately reduced or expanded. Many of the resources involved, including

people and their skills , equipment and other facilities, and institutional

arrangements, are highly specialized and, if freed in part from their current

assignments, would find by far their most valuable employment in other cryp

tologic activities of the U.S. Government. Thus , a diversion of resource's

" from the massive current investment in the attack on the high-grade

ciphers could be used to expand these activities rather than to reduce the total

cryptologic effort and budget . Accordingly , some attention is given in this

report to the alternative uses for these specialized resources within the. NSA,

even though the other cryptanalytic activities fall formally outside the terms of

reference of this inquiry .

- 3 -
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2 . Limitations of the Evaluation

The difficulties encountered in attempting to assess the value of as

yet unsuccessful cryptanalytic activities are reasonably obvious but it is

-worth commenting on them if only to suggest the function and the limits of

usefulness of a report such as this one . The central judgment that must

underlie such an evaluation concerns the degree of optimism that is appro

priate with respect to the ultimate success of the cryptanalysts in any group

of tasks . What is the likelihood that they will complete their diagnosis of

a machine or an electronic system ? Assuming they will be successful in

this primary operation , what are the chances that they will be able to recover

the machine or the logic of the çryptographic system ? And assuming success

in this second phase of the attack , how much of the traffic transmitted in

the system in question will be exploitable ? Nor can these questions be asked

without reference to the time dimension ; with respect to each of the three

phases it is necessary to inquire not only what is likely to be accomplished

but how soon.

It is repeatedly emphasized that cryptanalysis of high - grade systems

is essentially the art of exploiting the mistakes of the other side , mistakes in

the design of machines (and other systems ) , in cryptographic practices , and

in daily operation . Obviously , therefore , any estimate of cryptanalytic

accomplishments is inherently highly uncertain . There is absolutely no way

mathematically to calculate, for instance , the probability that diagnosis of

4
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the will be completed and the machine recovered

within , say, two years . The cryptánalysts working on this problem by now

know some of the characteristics of the machine , they have had experience

of the frequency of and they have lived through the history of attacks

on other cryptographic systems . They can develop a feeling of moderate

-optimism or pessimism but they cannot quote an objectively determined

probability of success and their qualitative judgments are inevitably in part

subjective.

Paradoxically, these circumstance's may help to explain the limited

role of an outsider in the evaluation of cryptanalytic activities with which he

has no organizational connection and in which he has no professional competence

(It should be said at this point that to define a role does not create any pre

sumption that it should be a continuing one or one frequently played, or that

it cannot be well played by existing instrumentalities . ) Perhaps the outsider's

role is to take responsibility for the guesses that the cryptanalysts should not

be compelled to make . If those who have been working for years and who face

more years of work in a massive attack on a cryptographic system are pinned

down to estimating the chances of a specified degree of accomplishment in

a specified time, they are bound to be torn between two temptations . One is

to express the optimism that will justity continuation and even expansion of

the attack and the other is to avoid the risk of having promised too much by

- 5 -
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expressing a relatively pessimistic view . There are obvious reasons for

relieving the professional cryptanalysts themselves from the necessity of

committing themselves to such an estimate in any formal fashion . The

' outsider , however , can listen to them , set down as faithful a reflection as

he can of their composite judgment, and assume the responsibility for it .

It must be emphasized, however , that the only advantage he possesses is

a detachment from the activity which may make it.easier for him to be

disinterested and to accept a risk. The composite judgment that he records

can be nothing but a kind of average of those that have been expressed to

him or which he had inferred to be in the minds of the professionals . It

remains a discouragingly shaky basis for decisions involving the massive

commitment of resources .

There is another difficulty encountered in evaluating an as yet un

successful cryptanalytic effort. Viewed as an investment, this activity is

expected to yield two future benefit streams : one of these is the flow of intelli

gence that will be forthcoming if it is successful; the other is a growing

competence in cryptology , that is , a series of improvements in the state of

the art of cryptanalysis ( some of which may also be of value in cryptography ).

Enjoyment of the latter type of benefit is by no means necessarily dependent

on the kind of success which ultimately yields a flow of intelligence. A

number of new chapters in cryptology have emerged from cryptanalytic attacks

- 6 -
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that are still unsuccessful,: "Thus the investment.represented by the efforts

against the
high - grade ciphers has already improved the capability

of the United States to solve other cryptanalytic problems, and it can confi
:

dently be expected that this will continue to be true . Not only are the

improvements in the state of the art that'are generated in this fashion

applicable to other targets , notably lower - grade traffic and the

traffic of other governments , but they will improve our chances of success

with new systems in the future . A most important

special case is the contribution this experience will make to our ability

to read enemy traffic in the contingency of war , when it is realistic to

expect that many mistakes will be made in the handling of cryptographic

systems under stress and when , therefore, the prospects for current

exploitation of encrypted traffic would presumably be much greater than in

peacetime . These improvements in the cryptanalytic state of the art also

provide significant assistance to the design and protection of our own cryp

tographic systems .

An evaluation must, therefore , endeavor somehow to weigh not only

the prospects for a future flow of intelligence but also the benefits to cryp

tology. The reason this is cited as a further difficulty is , of course, that

the latter simply defy quantification . It is possible to acquire some " feel "

for the progress of cryptology in recent years and to recognize that a major

7
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part of this has been achieved in the course of the attack on the more

difficult systems . This is not to say that a good deal of the

progress could not have been achieved if the same resources of brain

power had been at work on other cryptanalytic problems , but it is the view

both of the cryptanalysts in NSA and of informed outsiders that the most

sophisticated advances in the state of the art are apt to be those generated

in The very fact that (with the possible exception of the

confront us with the most advanced and best

operated secure cryptographic systems suggests that the attack on the se

is the best preparation for handling the problems we will increasingly

encounter in other parts of the world . This consideration must therefore

be treated as an important one but it can be taken into account only

qualitatively .

.8 -
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3 . The Background of the Problem

Proceeding from these introductory remarks on the scope of this

report, the nature of the judgments required for the evaluation of crypt

analytic efforts, and the difficulties in making these judgments , it is useful

to refer to certain features of the background against which any current

eyaluation must be made. The obvious place to begin is with the so -called

Baker Report of 1957. This was the result of an investigation -in -depth on

the whole communicationis intelligence program of the United States by a

group of scientists of outstanding technical competence . Their report must

be regarded, therefore, as by all odds the most authoritative independent

commentary on the communications intelligence program that has beenpre

pared since .

That report coversmany matters beyond the scope of this paper

( including notably certain aspects of internal NSA organization, the whole

collection effort , data processing, and research and development ). : In its

treatment of cryptanalysis, and more especially efforts against the

high - grade systems , the major general conclusion of the report is that the

enormous technical advances of the last 15 years in cryptology favor a more

rapid advance for cryptography than for cryptanalysis . " Technology is ir

resistably making the situation worse rather than better. " (It is to be noted ,

however , that despite this conclusion, the Report advocated increased rather

- 9
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than decreased cryptanalytic efforts, including those directed against

high- grade systems . )

Understandably, this sweeping assertion is challenged in the crypt

analytic community and the experienceof the seven years since the Baker

" Report was written gives considerable support to the arguments that are

advanced in opposition to such generalized pessimiệm. The rebuttal is aptpessimism

to start with the suggestion that it is easy for an informed U.S. observer to

credit the opposition with an ability both to devise ynbreakable cryptographic

systems and to avoid mistakes in their use except under special circumstances.

To make this assumption about performance is to pit the American

cryptanalyst, operating within acknowledged constraints, with analytic skills

which , though of a high order are less than perfect, who must contend with

bad luck as well as good luck on occasion , against an almost perfect cryp

tographic effort. This way of looking at the future, it is argued , inevitably .

tips the scales agaiøst U.S. cryptanalysis and this is the intellectual trap into

which it is alleged the Baker Panel fell .

In support of this rebuttal, certain encouraging observations can be

made that reflect the experience of recent years . First, it is still true that

ypically make numerous and serious
When a new systemthe

is introduced . By being alert to the appearance of new systems, therefore ,

and by ensuring adequate intercept of early operational traffic , there is good

- 10
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reason to expect that raw material will be acquired which will greatly assist

an attack on the new system. .Second, it continues to be true also , that a,

significant number of are made , month in and month out , in the operation

of even well and long established cryptographic systems , like One

need not , therefore, be wholly pessimistic about the prospects for acquiring

and accumulating a significant volume of inputs for the cryptanalytic attack,

or for at leastfragmentary opportunities for the exploitation of a machine if

it can be recovered. A third observation is that the when they intro

duce new machines do not in all cases proceed at once to the optimum design

(from the standpoint of their communications security ) that is presumably

within their technical competence.

It is obvious too , that the

continue to be constrained in altogether understandable ways by such
.

considerations as their large investment of both resources and experience in

established systems , which argue against the too rapid introduction of new

ones , by the rapid growth in the total volume of communications which compells

continued major reliance on radio links , and by the shortage of really skilled

and disciplined operators, which presumably plagues all communications

systems everywhere.

11 -
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Clearly, then , the defense that must be overcome is not a set of idealized:

systems embodying the most advanced technology in design, the most secure 1

cryptographic practices , and themost skillful and disciplined operational

handling of which the are theoretically capable. It is , rather , a set

of systems built by human beings who are subject to familiar kinds of con

straints , who do not always push their technology to the limits of the state of

the art, who sometimes make bad technical choices in the design of systems ,

:

and who can be depended on to operate carelessly some fraction of the time.

More impressive even than these observations as evidence which

challenges the pessimism of the Baker Panel are the very substantial results

that have been achieved since it completed its study . " The notable accomplish

ment, of course , has been completion of the diagnosis of the

the development of techniques for recovery of the machine in each crypto
.

period, and of techniques for entering a small but still significant fraction of

the traffic by taking advantage of New special purpose equipment which

will soon be operational will enable a sizeable increase in the size of this

fraction . It is confidently anticipated that NSA wiủl read approximately

messages transmitted through this this year and it expects to

exploit a sufficient volume of traffic to yield about message

a year thereafter . With a similarly high confidence factor , the agency expects

to be current about half the time, that is , to have recovered the machine as use

12 -
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in a given net about hạlt.ivay through the typical two -year crypto period, on

the average ... When the cryptanalysts are in thissense " current, " messages

on Links can be read within

which means that the average time låg from intercept to decryption can be

of the order of For messages. that are intercepted during

the earlier part of a crypto period when NSA hasnot yet recovered the

machine on which they are transmitted , the time lag þetween intercept and

decryption is of course set by the date on which the machine is recovered.

Although an average delay has little meaning, it woulà in fact be of the order

of six months .

Anyone who has been exposed to the history of the cryptanalytic achieve

:

ment represented by this exploitation capability is bound to be impressed by

its magnitude. Yet iç'illustrates the limitations on what we can hope.to

accomplish against high -grade systems. Despite the impressive absolute

volume of traffic that NSA expects soon to be exploiting, we will be

reading only of the traffic that i's intercepted . The time

lag between interception of the message and its receipt by the intelligence

analysts will half of thetime be as little the time

will run to land be essentially unpredictable . Above all it must be

emphasized that the
sample of intercepted traffic which

turns out to be decipherable is determined by the incidence of

13 -
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carelessness and of machine malfunctions so that tire selection is one over

which we have no control.

Although , it is conceivable that techniques might be devised for entering
:

traffic. " on cipher, " that is , for decrypting traffic on days and links,

of our selection rather than those on which occui, this would probablyJoca

be so costly a mode of exploitation in terms of cryptanalytic time and machine

time (even after the capability had been developed ) that it could be used for

only a very small percentage of the total traffic intercepted. It is doubtful

whether large resources should be invested in the attempt to develop this

capability, especially since the traffic entrusted to the LS

not as rich in intelligence as that which is handled by other systems.

Only ,20 % of the messages are at all , the

bulk are

Presumably, however , more will be known

about both the prospects of success in such an undertaking and its costs before

a final decision will have to be made .

It is relevant to the Baker Panel's pessimism that the achievement of

the results characterized above , linuited as they are , took some

after came into reasonably extensive operational use . To be sure ,

LIMEB ' SERRUTION
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much of this time was required to develop the whole system of intercepting,

storing , and processing traffic, a developmental activity which

has not had to be repeated for the other The more narrowly

defined cryptanalytic effort occupied only a poštion of the

Nevertheless , a massive intellectual effortwas required over a number of

years .

What is one to conclude from the experience of the land

more particularly from the success against and the progress against

a number of other high - grade systems ? Does the rebuttal success

fully destroy the proposition advanced by the .Baker Panel that technology is

tending to shift the balance of advantage from cryptanalysis to cryptography ?.

Although this may not be a useful question to explore because their broad

generalization has little immediate,'relevance to policy : the opinion' will be

hazarded here that the answer should be negative, that in long perspective their

pessimism is justified .

The apparent purpose of the Panel in advancing the generalization was

to draw a sharp contrast between the brilliant and massive cryptanalytic war

time successes against the Japanese and Germans , and significant success

later against the which characterized our experience up

and the very much bleaker prospects we faced in for the actual exploitation

of high- grade
traffic, even on the most optimistic assumptions.

- 15 -
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Perhaps the wartime accomplishments were exaggerated in retrospect. Yet

nothing has happened since that report was written which calls into question

the view of its authors that much more modest results were the most that

could be hoped for in the future and that attitudes and hopes should be adjusted

accordingly . What can be said, however , is that we are probably doing better

today against the high- grade systems than the Panel expected we :

could; that visible progress is being made and promising approaches are being

exploited; and that the new kinds of systems which the cryptanalysts

have so far encountered do not appear to them at the present stage of their

exploration to be invulnerable to attack . If the acquisition of timely intelli

gence from high - grade systems on the World War II scale would appear to be
:

out of the question , the prospects for more modest results are better than

they appeared seven years ago .

EO 3.3 ( h ) ( 2 )
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4 . The Prospects for Success in the Next Few Years

Against the background of the foregoing discussion of the Baker Panel's

arguable general conclusions concerning tħe progress of the attack on the

Thigh - grade systems, the time has now come to bite the bullet by

:

considering the prospects of the various systems against which no success

has been achieved comparable to thạt with ind from which , therefore ,

no continuing flow of finished product in the form of intelligence is yet being

derived. It must be repeated in starting this section of the paper that the
Ba

timing and degree of success that may be achieved is inherently most un

predictable, except perhaps with respect to those systems that have already

been worked on for many years, and, therefore , that the judgments herein

set forth are unreliable as bases for policy. . The reader must also be reminded

that these can only and do represent the synthesis by the reporter of views

expressed by a number of more deeply informed and more highly qualified

analysts . His role is limited to that of synthesizing , reporting, and thereby

hopefully reducing the pressure on the analysts themselves to make commit

· ments they would prefer to and probably should eschew. These comments

will be organized around together with

are listed below .

It is useful as background for the discussion to give at this point some

measure of the effort that is being expended on each of these . Probably the

- 17 -
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most significant measure'is given by the assignment of the top - level crypt

analysts in the Agency . To do so requires the identification of the category

of people regarded as falling in this group . To avoid extraordinary arbitrari
.

ness , NSA was asked to identify first a very limited group, which turned out

to be 66 in number, who obviously constitute the elite of the profession, and,

second, a larger category (additional to the first) of less senior but still

highly competent analysts , which came to 180. , The first column in the

.

following table shows the assignment of the first category and the second

column that of the larger .

Across the Board 3 :

3

2

1 .

2 .

19

10

10

12

23

4

4

.13 .
2

5 .

311 82

4

20

4

7

15

83
1

More Than One Area

Not in Cryptanalysis

Total 66 180

Turning to the other measure of effort, dollar costs , an analysis has

been made by NSA for the purpose of segregating the costs of the cryptanalytic

18 -
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effort as a whole. within the CCP and of the current attack on the high - grade

systems within the over -all cryptanalytic effort. The Agency's

analysis is appended as a separate annex . The grand totals which stand out

indicate that the whole cryptanalytic effort is costing in the current fiscal

year $ 112.67 million and is employing sonte 12,128 people . The comparable

figures for the effort against the high - grade systems are $ 73.8

million and 5 , 325. A breakdown by functional headings of the approximately

$74 million total, is given in the following table for the current fiscal year

and for FY 1966 and FY 1967. Beyond 1966 all the way through FY 1970,

the numbers show little change with the exception of a gradual increase in

the estimated cost of machine processing and, in 1969 and 1970 , of crypt

analysis itself .

( In Millions of Dollars )

1965 1966 1967

Collection

Processing

Cryptanalysis

Subtotal

Research , ' & Development

Machine Processing

Procurement

Operation and Maintenance

6.8

1.5

12.7

(21.0 )

: 29.4

19.5

3.0

5.9

1.5

15.7

(23.1 )

32.4

25.0

3.0

1.0

6. O

1.5

15.8

(23.3 )

32.3

26.7

3.0

1.0.9

Total 73.8 84.5 86. 3

Another breakdown is given in the following table which shows, for

programs , the first three categories of costs ( collection,
the

19 -
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processing , and cryptanalysis ), allocated by target system . The totals for

R & D , machine processing and procurement cannot be directly allocated

in this fashion , but over 90% of these are incuried in the efforts against the

1965

2.5

1.5

.7

2.1

9.9

.4

1.0

2.9

Total Allocable Costs 21.0

Both the dollar figures.and.those for assignment of senior crypt

analysts show a heavy concentration of effort on with the second

largest on The budgetary figures also indicate the high cost.of both

R &D and machine processing. It should be said, however, that the size of

the former of these is primarily a measure of the degree to which the work

in progress in Jis the Agency's pioneering effort. It is in the attack on

the high- grade systems that new technology is having to be developed ,

some of which is already applicable to targets and much of

which someday will be .

With these rough indications of the magnitude of the several efforts ,

the six systems identified in the above list ( omitting will be dis

cussed in turn .

- 20 - 21 h
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Despite these efforts , only about half of the machine has been

recovered , and this as a result of work done more than In

the last few years little further progress has been made . Currently two new

- 23 -
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attacks are in preparation, both of them requiring

Thereafter it

will require something on the order of up to a period determined

by the capacity of the machines - fully to exploit the potentialities of these

attacks. In the meanwhile , additional traffic is being.converted for machine

processing at a rather moderate rate .

The status of this cryptanalytic effort may, therefore , be

summarized as follows . The attack has not yet come up against a stone

wall ; there are at least two further specific-approaches to be explored .

-While these explorations are in progress, rather

will be tied up but very little top-grade cryptanalytic brain

power will be used . An outsider's estimate of the prospects of success is

that they are very remote . With the investment already made , the cost of

carrying out the operations planned for the next is small and

there would appear to be little reason to question the wisdom of so doing .

The NSA position is , however, considered sound ; that there be no further
.

investment, whether of money and equipment or of the time and energy of

highly qualified.cryptanalysts on beyond the two

attacks mentioned above, unless significant new data becomes available from

or other sources that justify it.

is the term applied to literal traffic since

- 24 -
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Not enough work has been done on this problem to give any indi

cation of the number of systems included or of theiš degree of invulnerability.

At least a modest exploratory effort would therefore seem to be indicated .

NSA has reactivated the cryptanalytic attack on which

has already achieved significant progress . has recently been identified

which ranks as one of the major finds of recent years . Nevertheless, an out

sider's estimate must be that the possibility of success up to the point of

even limited exploitation is low.
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With respect to this system as to the atherstis possible for an

outsider to record only an impression . Onę vėl1- informed analyst's estimate

of the prospects for success that has been quoted is a likelihood of re

covering the machine within A second, considerably more

pessimistic , is a likelihood of recovery in such a period , and a third

estimate, although expressed with less numerical precision , was inferred to

fall about Presumably all analysts would agree that the

probability rises with the length of time allowed for the effort, though those

at the pessimistic end of thespectrum would allow it to dise only slowly. In

short , it would appear reasonable to estimate a chance of re

-covery within
rising to considerably better than an even chance in

and also to 'assign a better probability that

recovery, if accomplished, would permit the exploitation of a larger pro

portion of the traffic intercepted than the characteristic of

If this " average" opinion is accepted , the prospects for success

in attack on are brighter and the prize to be gained thereby

more valuable than for any of the other targets under consideration .

- 28 -
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The
systems are new.enough , both in their

concept and in their usage , that cryptanalysts cannot easily be tempted into

giving quantitative estimates of the likelihood of success against them ,

Certainly , however , they do not feel that they are up against a stone wall;

there are approaches to the problem which are being explored. It is a safe

prediction that the state of the art of cryptanalysis will be advanced in this

effort . Until a good deal more work has been done on these machines ,

perhaps for several years, it is suggested that the assumption of about the

same degree of optimism as is applied to the is appropriate

for planning purposes .
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The foregoing paragraphs contain an outsider's synthetic appraisals

of the status of the attacks against the various high - grade systems

and their prospects for success . They can be summarized as follows:

( 1 ) Virtually no hope for the high- grade systems .

(2 ) Very little hope for too little known

as yet about to support an estimate but a case

for an exploratory effort.
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(3) High
degree of confidence in the exploitation of

of intercepted traffic, amounting to

messages a yea :
year:

( 4 ) Pessimism with respect to perhaps aerhap

chance of recovering themachine within and poor

prospects for: exploitation if recovered, unless cryptographic usage

turns out to have anexpectedly' favorable aspects .

(5 ) Modejate optimism with respect to this defined

as a of recovery, within multiplied by

a better than of exploiting

considerably more of intescepted traffic if recovered .

(6 ) With respect to there is enough known

to convince the cryptanalysts: (a ) that whatever the future may hold,

they have not as yet seen anything in these systems that is especially

terrifying or that suggests they will prove to be invulnerable ; (b ) that

there is promising work to be done in learning more about them ; .in no

sense have the investigations reached dead ends .

(7 ) With respect to the

considerable success already achieved; insufficient

work as yet on the comparatively new system to justify an

estimate but moderate optimism seems justified on the basis of progress

on the older systems with
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5 .
The Value of the Raw Intelligence Obtained and Its Cost

This is believed to be as close as anyone can come (and probably

closer than a wise man should) to an estimate of the stream of benefits in

the form of raw intelligence, that is to be hopefully anticipated from the massive

investment currently being made . Logically the next question to which some

sort of answer showià be attempted concerns the value of the kind of frag

mentary intelligence that is all that can be hoped for even in the event of what

has here been described as cryptanalytic success against any of the high - grade

bystems .systems . Unfortunately , this question is unanswerable in quantitative

terms and a qualitative answer would require an inquiry on a scale and of a .

- duration well beyond the scope of this report .

There are both philosophic and practical reasons why this is so . As

a starting point, it may be said that no one has ever found an altogether rational

way of evaluating a particular flow of intelligence in dollar terms . Prag

matically , the only way the value to the nation of " intelligence" as a whole

(like ' 'national Security " ) is established in money terms is through the normal

budgetary process . The government is the only buyer of these commodities .

What it pays for them is the only price they carry . The only figure that can

be quoted as a measure of what the whole flow of intelligence turned out by

the intelligence community is worth in dollars is whatever amount has been

appropriated each year . Obviously , this number which is the cost of an

34
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activity and which reflects past evaluative judgments about it , gives no

indication of whether these past judgments were correct, that is whether

the " value" ( in some undefined sense of the intelligence produced has turned

out to be at least as great as its cost.

The question " what is intelligence worth , can elicit only an arbitrary

answer but it should be possible to arrive at a meaningful comparative

evaluation of particular flows or bodies of intelligence. One should be able

to ask the users whether one series of reports is worth more or less than

another . If the judgment could be expressed cardinally (that is if the users
:

would indicate by what factor the value of Series A exceeds that of Series B ) ,

-and if the cost of each series could be ascertained, it would then be possible

at least to determine which of two collection activities or sources had the

more favorable cost effectiveness ratio . ,

There are many reasons, however , why this procedure does not seem

to be employed frequently or systematically . One is that the relative value

of two flows of intelligence may change frequently through time as require

ments for information on different countries and different subjects change .

Another is that each intelligence collector , like NSA , has many consumers

who have legitimately competitive requirements and , therefore, legitimately

differing views concerning the usefulness of a given body of intelligence.

Since it is scarcely feasible for the users to bid against one another in a free
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market , a collective comparative evaluation would have to be arrived at by

arm's length negotiation .. This procedure is not conducive to either clear

cut or subtle evaluation . still another reason is the reluctance of both the

collectors of raw intelligence and the analysts who use it to make comparisons

which are bound to be invidious and could cause one or another collection

activity to be curtailed . The whole community is in the habit of pressing for

more intelligence from all sources ; it is not well organized to make compari

sons , especially as between the outputs of major collection systems . For all

these reasons , evaluations are generally speaking purely qualitative and non

comparative. The body of intelligence under consideration is characterized

by such terms as " vital, " " useful," or if the evaluator really thinks it is un

important " corroborative of other sources .' ! '

Despite the se difficulties, there is little doubt thạt a useful qualitative

evaluation of the intelligence to be expected from , say , the exploitation of

could be arrived at . Probably the simplest way of so doing would

be to take a sizeable sample of raw intelligence desived from to

find out who in the intelligence community has used this material for the pro

duction of finished intelligence, how useful they have fund it to be , to what
.

extent its value has been limited by its fragmentary and accidentally selected

character and , for much of it , its lack of timeliness . Such an appraisal

would then need to be arbitrarily corrected to allow for the almost certainly

interesting and informative character of the traffic carried on

- 36 -
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The judgment of a fewịntelligence analysts arrived at in this way would

probably constitute as useful an evaluation as it is feasible to undertake

but, to repeat, it would not be an estimate of what an assumed success would

be worth either quantitatively in dollars or comparatively by reference to

some other identifiable body of intelligence.

Unfortunately, this sort of investigation has not in fact been carried

out . Its results would presumably have little standing unless it were under

taken on behalf of the whole community and with the participation of more than

one intëlligence agency. Moreover, such an evaluation would require major

support by NSA, if only because a significant fraction of the traffic
ffic

that is decrypted is not identified as to source when it leaves NSA so no one .

outside of that Agency can assemble a representative sample of the traffic

for evaluation . One of the suggestions at the end of this report is that such

an evaluation be undertaken .
i

Lacking quantification in dollar terms of the future benefits that it

is legitimate to expect for assume) for planning purposes from the attack on

the high -grade systems , there is obviously no rational way of

demonstrating that they are either greater or less than their. dollar costs

($74 million in FY 65 ) . Moreover , the tools available for budgetary analysis

of cost and effectiveness in cryptology are and will remain extremely crude .

It will never be possible to estimate the effect of changes in the input of

- 37 -
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resources on the future output of intelligence except with large margins

of uncertainty. The placing of a dollar value on an assumed future flow

of intelligence will always involve an essentially arbitrary act of judgment.

It is going to be a long time before even cost effectiveness comparisons

can be made between radically different intelligence collections activities

( such , for instance , as cryptanalysis, overhead reconnaissance , and covert

operations ), since this analysis would require not only quantitative estimation

of the output that would be produced by an increment of resources in each

collection activity but also the sort of cardinal comparative evaluation of

alternative flows of intelligence which the intelligence community finds it

difficult to make for reasons alluded to above . In this situation , decisions

about the scale of major and sharply differentiated sectors of intelligence

activity have to be based on rough , broad appraisals , not on refined cost

benefit comparisons . Wise judgments rather than detailed quantitative

calculations must be the basis of a determination that more or fewer dollars

(resources in general) .should be devoted to cryptology (or to reconnaissance

or covert collection) .

On the other hand , it is both intellectually and administratively feasible

to apply a rather more refined calculation to decisions concerning the allo

cation of resources within one major sector of activity . Intellectually , this

is a more manageable process because both the resources employed and the

- 38 -
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products produced by different programs within one sector are more homoge

nous . Cryptologists can be shifted from one target to another (as can the

engineers who develop reconnaissance systems and the staff members who

conduct covert operations ). COMINT from one source is more readily

comparable with COMINT from another source than either is with , say ,

photography . Administratively , the comparisons involved are easier to

make because there are managers who have to make them in the process of

determining what is the best allocation of resources . (It is for just these

reasons , especially the greater homogeneity of " product" or mission, that

cost effectiveness comparisons can be more accurately made between ; say ,

two missile systems than between a missile system.and a manned aircraft

system and are virtually meaningless as between a strategic missile system

on the one hand and an infantry unit on the other . )

The purpose of these remarks is to explain, by way of a reminder,

why it is that decisions can be made in one way, that is with one degree of

refinement, about the allocation of resources to major sectors of govern

mental activity and in a rather different way, relying more on meaningful

cost - effectiveness comparisons, about the allocation of resources within

each sector .

The distinction has implications for the subject matter of this report .

When one looks at a particular part of the cryptologic effort there are two

39 -
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different tests one can try to apply in deciding whether the current allo

cation of resources is just as it should be . One is to ask whether more or

· less money should be budgeted for these particular programs , but this

question invites only the same sort of broad judgment and essentially

arbitrary answer that can be made about the sector as a whole . The other

relevant question is whether a larger or smaller portion of the whole pool

of cryptologic resources should be allocated to these programs. This

question should be susceptible of a less arbitrary answer, one to which

cost - benefit calculations could contribute far more . It is , therefore,

convenient to arrive at a conclusion about the magnitude of the effort against

the high -gradel
-

systems in two stages : first with respect to the scale
:

of the whole cryptologic capability and second with respect to the allocation

.

of cryptologic resources to the particular programs here under discussion .

Opinions on both are discussed in the concluding section of this report,

where some of the judgments on which they rest are enumerated.

- 40 -
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6 . The Allocation of Cryptologic Resources

In a sense , the latter of these topics is beyond the scope of the present

report which is confined to the systems. Yet, as a,a

practical matter the kind of review that has been attempted here probably

has more bearing on and relevance to allocation than to budgetary decisions .

The actual consequence in 1956 of the decision to give top priority attention

to the high - grade tiphers was a shift of people (and other resources )

away from other cryptologic tasks . Even if there had been a willingness to

fund this additional effort entirely as an increment to the dollar budget , its

short - run impact would have been on the allocation of manpower , machine

time, and the other scarce resources the pool of which can neither be aug

mented nor greatly reduced overnight.
:

Something must, therefore, be said about the possible other uses of

cryptologic resources . One must try to learn how badly senior cryptanalysts

are needed in other NSA programs , what contributions they could make there,

and to what extent it would be feasible to reallocate them in this fashion , if

it should prove desirable , given their long specialization on certain problems :

their particular linguistic skills , and the other constraints on freedom of

movement. Without pretending to have had the benefit of more than a few

scattered conversations on this matter, the resulting impressions will be

mentioned here , if only because they inevitably influence the conclusions of the

report .
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To begin with , there is no question that other programs of the Agency

would benefit from the availability of some additional high caliber crypt

analysts with appropriate other resources . Not only would these individuals

contribute directly the results of their own analytical work but it was

emphasized that in a number of areas of Prod outside of the able crypt

analysts are spread so thin that the capabilities of other elements of the staff

cannot be utilized as effectively as they might. In other words , additional

senior cryptanalysts in these areas would render the efforts of the rest of

the staff more productive .

No firm opinion will be offered here as to the specific areas where the

:

need is greatest . One that is mentioned is the European satellites from which

attention was sharply diverted in 1956 and where decreased Soviet influence is

resulting in an increasing susceptibility to cryptanalytic attack . : As geo

graphical areas, Asian, African , and Latin American countries.are going to

require increasing attention both because the sheer number of countries and ,

therefore, of cryptographic systems is increasing and because at least the

older among the underdeveloped nations are becoming increasingly sophisti

cated in their use of cryptography. With respect to the limiting factor

would appear to be collection and topflight traffic -analytic personnel rather

than cryptanalytic effort at this time. Another set of targets which should be

mentioned are the It has also

been suggested that a few additional first - rate cryptanalysts could contribute

significantly to traffic analysis.
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Beyond the se.general and qualitative comments on the need for cryp

tological resources in other programs , it would be improper to go. Clearly,

they are not sufficient to support a judgment that the resources concerned

would contribute more or less if there were a modest change in their allo :

cation . The management of NSA undoubtedly tries to allocate resources in

a way that will maximize their contribution , given the priorities on different

intelligence sources that are established by the intelligence community,

' This kind of calculation cannot, however , be an easy one . For instance,

it would be hard to pin down the responsible supervisors in NSA to any

:

estimate of the degree to which progress on the high - level cryptanalysts

included in the elite of 66 plus ten of the next level group of 180 , together

with appropriate supporting resources , to other targets . It would no doubt

be equally difficult to pin down the senior professionals responsible for the

other areas to an estimate of the degree to which the shift would accelerate

the progress of their work .
When it is so difficult to estimate the effect on

the present and future flow of intelligence of a modest shift out of one risky

investment into another (perhaps less risky ) , there is little incentive to define,

study , and evaluate several different options with respect to the use of re

sources in an effort to refine the way in which their allocation is optimized .

It may be worthwhile at this point to comment in rather theoretical

terms on the optimization process . If the present allocation of well over

half the top -level cryptanalytic manpower, and of about two - thirds of the
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cryptanalytic, effort measured in dollars , to the attack on the high - grade

systems is taken as one option, at least two other sets of options

could be defined . One is that which would result from a shift of resources
:

to less difficult cryptanalytic problems, already well known and identified

as such . It is legitimate to expect that this action would.in due time give rise

to a larger total flow of decrypted material but would do so at the expense of

a longer delayed and ultimately smaller flow of decrypted high -grade

traffic . The other set of options is that which would result from a shift of
:

resources to developmental activities, essentially exploratory investigations

to learn more about the characteristics of newly encountered systems , to

assess the current state of cryptographic practices in various countries, and

generally to seek to identify fhe targets which are technically promising for

any one of a number of reasons ( including successful clandestine action ).

Stated more succinctly , It should be possible by accepting a somewhat more

pessimistic outlook for the exploitation of the high - grade
-

systems

( together with the associated sacrifice of education and of contributions to the

state of the art) to buy either a larger , more timely, and more predictable

flow of COMINT from all sources taken together (with a smaller proportion

being þr more flexible and extensive developmental activities.

The purpose of identifying these three options ( the present allocation

and the two alternatives thereto ) is , of course , to say something about the

character of the choices they present . Consideration of either of the two

· 44
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alternative options would , for one thing, require an assessment of the degree

to which the traffic carried on the high - grade
-

systems must be

presumed to be richer in intelligence than any other COMINT . Moreover ,

such a shift would involve some diversion of resources from capital formation ,

that is from the process of advancing the state of the art of cryptology , either

to the production of a larger near - term output of useable intelligence ( if the

first of the alternative options were adopted ) or to developmental activities,

which constitute , at least in part; a different form of capital formation .

Thus , the issues concern the relative values of COMINT from different

sources and the proper balance either between long - term investment and

near - term output or between two kinds of investment.

There are other kinds of options that could be defined and other choices .

that could be posed . The foregoing discussion is intended only to illustrate

the point that , in an ideal world , several possible allocations of resources,
اهتفعحتعفنت

and the different results ( future flows of intelligence ) that might be expected

to result therefrom , could be presented for evaluation . The community

could be made explicitly aware of alternatives and could help both to judge

which communications nets in which countries might be expected to be

carrying intelligence of the highest value and to make the choice between

current output and possible future output ( the investors' choice ) .

In the real world , however , there are obvious reasons why such

rational decision making can be approximated only very roughly if at all .

- 45 -
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For one thing, it woulą be extremely difficult (as pointed out above ) to

systemize the definition of available options , that is to tell the customer

what the consequences of each of several different allocations of resourcesof pacin.

would be . There is, too , the more fundamental difficulty that consumers

naturally wish to have the flow of intelligence to them maximized in the

present and near future and are in no'.position to assess the price they would

have to pay in the longer run in the form of a reduced cryptologic capability .

Inevitably NSA itself must be the guardian of the future; itmust be the

claimant for adequate resources for investment in the form both of the

education that is acquired through the attack on sophisticated systems and

of the exploratory activities referred to above . Yet another practical

difficulty is that the consumers might find it difficult to sort out their

priorities to the point where they could rationally make these choices . ,

There are many consumers whose requirements are at least in part com

petitive and there is always the difficulty of knowing in advance how valuable

the decrypted traffic from a particular source will be .

In practice , these immensely difficult 'managerial decisions concerning

the allocation of resources have been made ea șier for the NSA by the over

riding priority which the intelligence community has placed on the

high - grade traffic as a potential source of intelligence. The priority has been

interpreted to mean that all well - defined needs of for top - level profession

als should have priority over other requirements for personnel, except as
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modified by such circumstances as the temporary but highly urgent priorities

that grow out of political crises and the very promising technical opportunities

that occasionally spring up in other areas and justify the temporary diversion

of personnel. (Such temporary diversions can rarely produce any significant

product from cryptanalysis because of the lack of continuity and the lead

time needed. ) An outsider is left with the impression that, in the shadow

of this priority, the attempt has not been made , at least for some years ,

systematically to weigh against one another various patterns of resource

use in the light of estimates of their yields and consumers ' evaluations of

those yields. A suggestion put forward below is that such a confrontation

of needs and opportunities might well be undertaken .
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7 . Conclusions and Concluding Comments

Given the scope of this inquiry as determined both by its terms of

reference and by the effort that could be devoted to it , the conclusions

that legitimately emerge from it are disappointingly limited. Almost

certainly the most useful findings are those concerning the prospects of

success against the high - grade systems, as summarized on pages

21 to 33 above, -These can be described as " findings" in that they are

syntheses of the judgments of a number of individuals far better informed

than the author of this report, from both within and outside the cryptologic

community. Various observations about the evaluation of intelligence and

possible procedures for reviewing the allocation of cryptologic resources

have perhaps the same degree of validity.

. In the course of such a review as this , however, the inquirer inevitably

arrives at certain broad conclusions which , as it were ; go beyond anything

supportable by hard evidence . The concluding comments set forth below

are of this character . They are offered in the belief that one individual's

impressions on what are admittedly complex policy issues may be of value

and that the report would be imcomplete without them .

a . There should be no reduction in the over -all cryptologic effort

of the United States. Indeed , it is evident that the limitation on the number

of really first - class cryptanalysts is more serious than any other single
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constraint in pacing our progress and and a strong case can be made for

the kind of training provided by the Junior Mathematicians Program which

is designed to increase their number. It seems equally clear that if we are

to maintain , and hopefully augment, the corps of highly able people , they

should be given the full support they require, especially in computing equip

ment and in the supporting staffs required for data processing of various

kinds that permit the cryptanalysts to get a hold on their problems . After

all , the major technological advançe that has favored cryptanalysis over

cryptography, at least up to this time, has been the introduction of general

and of improved practices in data processing.

- Expensive as such resources are , these technical possibilities must be

exploited to the fullest if we are to have any hope of keeping up with the

advances of cryptography.

Enough has already been said in this report to make clear that

this strongly stated conclusion cannot and does not rely for its support on

quantitative comparisons of costs and benefits ( if only because no attempt

was made to evaluate the whole cryptanalytic effort ). The cryptanalytic

community cannot estimate with any confidence or any pretense of accuracy

what it will be able to produce. The intelligence community has never solved

the problem of placing a dollar value on a given flow of raw intelligence,

except pragmatically year by year . The most elaborate calculation is
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unlikely to improve this situation greatly . Accordingly, the decision to

support the cryptanalytic effort to the tune of $ 123 million a year will continue

to be based on essentially broad qualitative judgments . : Those that underlie

the above conclusions are the following:

COMINT as a whole is still an enormously important form of

raw intelligence. For reasons elaborated in the Baker Report and referred

to briefly above, one may expect the yield of decrypted traffic from high

grade systems to show a slowly declining trend over the years. On the other

hand , this can be a very gradual process and there is an excellent likelihood

that there will be at least periods cf perhaps some years duration during

which the yield (taking account of both quantity and qựality ) will increase .

afficFor instance , we are deriving,more COMINT from traffic today than

we were from all the high- grade ciphers a few years ago and the

level of exploitation of this whole group of will show a

further significant rise if the attack on in due time meets with .

some success .

Looking elsewhere in the world , there.is in process a steady

increase in the total volume of encrypted traffic in the new nations. Although

in one sense this means that new obstacles to intelligence acquisition are

being placed in our path , it remains true that for the next 10 or 15 years our

reliance on COMINT in parts of Asia , Africa and Latin America may be on the

inciease and greater than in the recent past .
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If this prospect is accepted , it follows that our cryptologic

capability should be regarded as a major national asset which will have if

anything an expanding volume of highly useful work to do at least for some

time .
Whatever degree of pessimism about the long - run is justified by the

shifting of the balance of advantage on high - grade systems from cryptanalysis

toward cryptography, even if it be concluded that ultimately the volume and

value of COMINT will contract and the scaling down of this capability would

be appropriate, there are cogent reasons for believing that many years ,

probably decades, will elapse before such a situation materializes.

There is another consideration that lends further support to the

broad conclusion stated above. It is that lead times are very long in this

business so any decision taken today to reduce the scale of the national

cryptanalytic effort would not be readily or quickly reversible . An effective

effort requires brains , experience , machines , and supporting staffs, to

gether with continuity in the sense of both accumulated raw material and

current knowledge of the opponent's cryptographic practices . None of these

elements could be quickly found and assembled if it should become desirable

to expand a program once a curtailment had actually taken effect .

Although the above conclusion has been expressed negatively that

the scale of the cryptologic effort should not be reduced, a stronger positive

view will be added here on one activity of the NSA : its Junior Mathematicians
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Training Program. If the whole cryptologic effort is to be maintained in

scale , and hopefully strengthened in effectiveness, the Agency must engage

systematically in the recruitment and training of additional top - level analysts .

Dramatic proof of the potential effectiveness of this activity is the fact that

a number of the ablest senior professionals in this group today were brought

into NSA by way of an organized program that was conducted for only one year

in the early fifties. The current program, reactivated two years ago , has

been successful in attracting over thirty candidates. It seems a safe pre

diction that men of the caliber of the.246 whose assignment was summarized

earlier in this report, will be in short, supply relative to the need for them

for the foreseeable future. Moreover , these trained people represent the

resources with the longest lead time of any in this business . Unless drastic

curtailment across - the - board is contemplated, this effort should be pressed ;

it should be one of the last candidates for any economies that have to be

effected .

b . What should receive serious consideration (rather than the scale

of the over - all effort) is the desirability of some reallocation of cryptologic

resources as between the attack on the high - grade systems and other
ems

cryptanalytic problems .

As to where the resources should come from, anything purporting

to be a definitive or solidly - based judgment would be presumptuous . All
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that can be recorded is an impression that the work on the data systems

is going well and probably should not be disturbed, that it would be dangerous

· to reduce the effort on and similar systems , and that

' the reactivated effort on should continue , at least for

a time . What this implies is thąt the resources would have to be taken from

the efforts on the with certainly having the lowest

priority for reasonşi discussed above . As to where additional resources

might best be used , an even more superficial impression has been formed

that the most argent need is for a larger pool of resources to be used flexibly

for developmental work on systems and possibly on lower -grade

traffic ,
affic .

With slightly more confidence , it is suggested that the way in which

allocation decisions are made may be susceptible of improvement. A con

tinuing dialogue is of course conducted between , on the one side , the cryp

tologic community and , on the other side , the producers of finished intelli

gence who are the consumers of what is usually classified as raw intelligence

produced by NSA in its role as a collection agency. Nothing has been dis

covered in the course of this inquiry which would suggest the need for

additional or different formal machinery for the conduct of this dialogue.

On the other hand , it may be that the content of the dialogue could be modified
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in ways which would make it more useful as a source of guidance to NSA.

Presuming that NSA's customers are the final judges of the

usefulness of the intelligence they receive from the Agency, it is plainly

desirable that they be as well informed as feasible about what it is possible

for the Agency to do and that they in turn rank the various possibilities in

order of desirability . The essence of a procedure to accomplish this result

would be the definition by the cryptologic. community of several different

options , as suggested above , and the estimation (as best it could be done ) of

what it would be reasonable to expect from each option in the way of a flow

of intelligence at some point in the future . The presentation of such options

would serve to inform the consumers about capabilities and technical

opportunities in a form which would put pressure on them to make choices

and not merely to assert the immense value of virtually all the intelligence

they receive .

Such a procedure would have its dangers as well as its intellectual

difficulties . To begin with , it would be unwise to conduct such an effort too

often . The cryptologic effort simply cannot produce results in a hurry ; it

cannot shift resources around in response to frequent or short- term changes :

in priorities. Yet there will always be a natural tendency for consumers to

wish to try to turn the flow of intelligence off and on in response to the

pressures of the moment . ' A more useful contribution they could make to
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optimizing the use of resources would be to give their views as to which

targets will decline in importance in the long - run and which will acquire

higher priorities .

Another somewhat analogous danger is that the procedure here

proposed could whet the appetites of the consumers to attempt to impose

rigid and specific allocations on the NSA . It can only be said that this

should be explicitly made contrary to the rules. There is no intention to

suggest dilution of the authority of NSA's top management. Indeed , it must

be repeated here for emphasis (even though this inquiry has not attempted

to deal with questions of organization there is every presumption against

- the creation of any additional committee structure or the multiplication of

review procedures . There is ample machinery for keeping NSA informed

of customers ' requirements, its management must retain appropriate

freedom of action in meeting them . The intent of the suggestion here under

discussion is only to make those consumers more clearly aware of alterna

tive opportunities for the use of cryptologic resources , and of the impli

cations of those opportunities, so they may be in a position to give guidance

which is subtler and therefore more helpful than can be contained in a
.

simple statement of priorities.

These concluding comments on the process of optimizing the allo

cation of resources are in no way intended to imply that the total resources

devoted to cryptology should remain rigidly constant. Obviously, everyone
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concerned with this part of the intelligence business 'would like to expand the

effort against lower - grade systems while continuing the

attack on the high - grade systems with undiminished resources ..

The problem of allocation , that is of choice , cannot , however , be evaded,

even through budgetary liberality .. Whatever the scale of the whole cryp.

tologic effort, it will still be important to optimize the use of resources and

this will inevitably require the exercise of choice as to where they are to be

used. Decisions of this kind are bound to be touchy and there is a legitimate

reluctance to consider them in too wide a circle. What is argued here is

that they should not be swept under the carpet; more specifically that the

-maintenance for many years of an overriding priority should not be treated

as if it rendered systematic review from time to time unnecessary .

As suggested in the body of this report , consideration might .

well be given to a more systematic evaluation than is now available , on

behalf of the whole intelligence community , of the raw intelligence that may

in time be produced through the successful exploitation of
land

of other high- grade systems . It is suggested that this neither requires nor
.

could be effectively done by too large a committee or too formal a procedure .

It would seem that the logical starting place for the evaluation would be with

the material now being derived from traffic , and an evaluation of

this flow of intelligence would be useful in itself. Its particular utility as

a sample of what may be derived through success against other systems in
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the future is that it will exemplify the fragmented, accidentally chosen

character of COMINT derived from a high- grade system and also the time

lags typically encountered at least in peacetime ) in deriving COMINT from

this kind of source . It would be presumptuous to suggest just how this

evaluation might be done , except to say that the evaluators should concern

themselves with the way in which the sample of traffic is selected.

Presumably , they should be aware of NSA's procedures with respect to

the selection of relevant material, the sanitizing of some of it , and its

circulation . It is not to be expected that anything other than a qualitative

evaluation will be possible but this in itself might be worth a few man

months of effort. :
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1 . The attached charts present a cost and manpower estimate of that .

portion of the Cryptologic Program which is allocable to the cryptanalytic

functional area . The estimate includes the cryptanalytic effort and the pro

cesses required for its support... The support area serves other analytic

functions as well ; consequently , cost estimates of other functional areas would

encompass many of the resources described in this paper as supporting and

necessary to cryptanalysis: In these terms, the total cryptanalytic effort for

FY- 65 is approximately. $ 113 million . Over 65 %, or $74 million of this total

is allocable to the High Grade Cipher effort . The total cost of the

High Grade Ciphereffort over the 16 years under study is close to $ 1 billion .

The costs during the ten year period, FY - 55 thru FY- 64, is $430 million.

FY- 65 costs are $74 million and the projected costs for the five year period ,

FY- 66 thru FY- 70 is $443 million .

2. Only directly allocable resources and dollars have been included in

this estimate which represents an NSA judgement of the order of magnitude of

the cryptanalytic effort and the supporting processes . As these figures relate

to the target subelements , they are considered to be a reasonable indicator of

the role of cryptanalysis in the exploitation , or anticipated exploitation , of target

communications . Costs of unallocable subelements such as communications,

training , construction , etc. , are not reflected in these figures.

3. The FY- 65 figures for machine processing show that app foximately

80% of machine resources devoted to cryptanalysis are used by the High

Grade problems. To estimate the costs of machine processing in direct support

of cryptanalysis by fiscal year an NSA planning technique of reducing the many

computers in use to a 705/7090 machine hour equivalency has been used . Cost :

factors have been developed based on experience and include maintenance,

programming, operating , procurement and O&M. Cryptanalytic requirements

for machine support are expressed to Subelement 52 by the Analytic Offices , in

terms of a basic 705/7090 machine hour . The projected costs in Chart 2b are

computed by costing the cryptanalytic requirements over the program period

with a diminishing cost per machine hour predicated on anticipated system

improvements . Although this is essentially a level program after FY - 68 , the

total machine capacity is expected to increase by approximately 200% by the

FY - 70 period .

4 . The direct assignment of a major portion of NSA's R&D effort to

cryptanalysis could be misinterpreted . This assignment results primarily

from the fact that new developments in communication and cryptographic

TO
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techniques among the target countries have generally been first encountered

problem. A significant part of the : R & D cost lies in the

development of equipment and techniques.to.tollect and prepare material for

cryptanlysis. Once developed , equipment and technique's have application to

other target countries. For example, some of the Florida processing equip

ment developed for processing is now being used to process
Cuban plain - text.

5. Not covered by chårts, but a significant factor in the planning for

utilization of collection, support.ånd cryptanalytộc processes, is the in

creasing resource requirements of the effort against thel ::

The impact is felt in.two ways; first, there is increased pressure from con

sumers for a wider scope of coverage,and second, the increasing sophistication

of target communications and cryptography reģuires a greater effort to main- .

tain the present level of coverage and exploitability. The programs,

as is the case for programs,' are based on a continuation of existing

problem status with many ofthe targets outside of the::

Tareas being currently exploitable by cryptanalytic techniques .
.Notable trends in the larea are ; the increase in the nuniber of

independent countries employing enciphered communications, the gradual

increase in sophistication of target commúnications eqạipment and cryp

tography , and , in the increased susceptibility to crypt

analytic attack as the result of decreased The existing

resource programs are not fully adequate to cope with these trends for a

variety of reasons among which are problems in siting collection facilities

and relative priorities as assigned by consumer agencies which determine the

allocation of resources within approved ceilings .

6. The projection of future efforts on the Jproblem is based

primarily on a continuation of present efforts . Any major successes in this

area would require reprogramming of resources based on the techniques

required and the volume to be handled . This program provides a level of

collection and diagnostic effort which is considered adequate for success against

those problems which have been selected for cryptanalytic attack . Success

cannot be guaranteed , nor can the resource impact of success be predicted

at this time .
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ChartlaSUBSTANTIVE CRYPTANALYTIC EPFORT

COUNTRIES

FY - 65

Manpower $ In Millions
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Comments on Chart la

1. The figures for FY- 65 are considered to be the approximate donar and

manpower numbers for the cryptanalytic effort ytthin the amounts approved in

the CCP. :::

2. The manpower estimates for

include the field collection and

cryptanalytic efforts in addition to the NSAmanpower since these costs are

directly identified with the cryptanalytic process. In

only the field collection effort identified to the data systems

has been included . The remainder of the

Treceive their rawmaterials in varying amounts from a large number of

diversified collection positions . It is impossible to identify these collection

costs to the cryptanalytic effort for the purposes of this study . There

fore , only the field manpower assigned to cryptanalytic functions are included

in those subelements . The NSA:manpower for cryptanalysis in supportof

are programmed in and are

costed there in this study .

figure3. The

includes all of the manpower on the

the effort is primarily in satisfaction

are predominantly

since

which

4. The costs are

directly allocable NSA expenditures only and do not contain Service Cryptologic

R&D costs since they are not applicable.

5. The machine processing cost estimates for cryptanalysis include

identifiable and allocable technical manpower , procurement, T &E and O&M.

6 ,. There are few major procurement actions programmed for FY- 65 that

are attributable to the cryptanalytic operation . The . $ 4 . M estimate is a

combination of SCA and NSA procurement. scheduled for

-BT101
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SUBSTANTIVE CRYPTANALYTIC EFFORT Chart 15

HIGH GRADE CIPHER SYSTEMS

FY - 65

Manpower / $ In Millions

3059

275

129

646

1216

18.5

1.5

1.0

29.4

19.5

3.0

.9

.

5325 73.8

1. The entire cost of manpower in is charged to

the. High Grade systems. The manpower in is that portion

of themanpower identifiable to high grade system cryptanalysis .

.
2. The Research and Development costs are only those projects from

Chart la in direct support of the High Grade ciphers .

3 . The machine processing costs are further identification within the $21.5 M

for support of the total cryptanalytic effort. High Grade cryptanalysis especially

on the Machine Systems absorbs the major protion of the total effort .

4. Identifiable and allocable technical procurement and O&M costs are

primarily in the
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APPROXIMATE COSTSOF

CRYPTANALYTIC EFFORT ON HIGH GRADE CIPHER SYSTEMS

FY- 1955 THRU FY - 1965

Financial Cost Category $ In Millions

Personnel 120.5

Bulk Supply and TDY
11.5

Research & Development 191.9

Major Procurement 86.2

Machine Processing
93.6

503.7

Comments on Chart lc

1. Personnel costs include collections, processors and cryptanalysts

at NSA , and overseas , both military and civilian . Generally about two -thirds

of the manpower and capital investment costs have occurred during the last

five years .

2. The operations and maintenance costs are for magnetic tape , traffic

paper and TDY in support of cryptanalysis.ةننقنن

3. The research and development costs include those readily identi

fiable large investments over the last ten years in areas such as the

HAIRLINE /SHEARMAN complex , the Florida processing equipments,

HARVEST, cryptanalytic research and a variety of collection developments .

4. The heaviest investment in procurement dollars during this period

was the initial buy of collection positions with magnetic tape

recordings in FY- 65 ; a modernization of the collection positions

with diarizers and digital recorders ; and finally the TEBO collection position

reconfiguration now underway . Major investments in special analytic equip

ments for cryptanalytic attack are also included .
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CRYPTANALYTIC EFFORT

HIGH GRADE CIPHERS BY SYSTEM

ESTIMATED DISTRIBUTION OF FY- 65 COSTS BY CATEGORY AND SYSTEM

Category

of

Function

$ In

Millions

Total

.1Support
.3 2.2 1 2.7 -

Collection 3 1.2 4.1 .6 .2 .1 :2 . 1 6.8

..3
Processing

.9 . 3 .02 1.5

Cryptanalysis .3

TOP

srannm

.2 .3 1.0 4.9 1.2 .2 .7 .6 .3 .3 10.0

TOP

SSANET

R & D 29.41

VM

19.5 ,Machine

Processing

3.0
Procurement

O & M -1.9

73.8

Cum

1

4

1
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Comments on Chart 2a

1 .
The functional breakout by system for support, collection ,

processing and cryptanalysis is a combination of manpower in the field

and at NSA from It is not possible to equate

Research and Development or Machine Processing manpower to a

specific high grade system. However , the distribution of effort can be

approximated in that over 90% of both Research and Development and

Machine Processing efforts on High Grade Ciphers is expended

in the Machine Cipher area and can be further identified as primarily

supporting twa major systems ,

2. Identifiable and allocable technical procurement, operations

and maintenance costs can also be primarily assigned to the Machinė

System area.

.
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Chart 20

CRYPTANALYTIC EFFORT

HIGH GRADE CIPHERS

AS PROVIDED WITHIN FY- 65 / 70 CCP

Category

of

Function

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

$ In Millions

Cumulative Tota !

FY- 65 / 70

Collection 6.8 5.9 6 . 6.2 6.4 6.4 37.7

Processing 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.6 9.3

Cryptanalysis 12.7 15.7 15.8 15.8 17.2 17.8 95.0

29.4 32. 4 32.3 32.7 32.7 32.7 192.2Research &

Development

19.5 25 . 26.7 28.6 29 . 30 . 158.8Machine

Processing

Procurement 18.0

1.
1 . 1 . 1 . 1 ,Operation &

Maintenance

5.9

516.9
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